
INCREASE JOBSITE SECURITY—All LVT Units have 24/7 access to livestream, alerts, and recordings through 
the LVT Platform. This means contractors have immediate access to the live camera feed from their phones 
or computers and can instantly check on their construction site.

REDUCE THEFT—Materials and tools are frequent targets for thieves. Each theft delays the project and puts 
more pressure on the contractor to meet their deadlines. LVT Units help reduce theft on job sites through 
deterrence and evidence collection.

CREATE A PERIMETER—A virtual perimeter can be set around the construction site. That way when someone 
or something crosses that perimeter, an alert will be triggered and the contractor can immediately see if it is 
something that needs to be addressed.

MANAGE JOBSITE—Contractors have multiple projects, often in separate locations. Instead of spending 
time on phone calls with subcontractors or driving between sites, contractors can use LVT Units to alert 
them when people arrive at their site. They will know the second a subcontractor or 
delivery arrives.

SHARE BUILDING PROGRESS—Banks, investors, and property owners like to see the progress on their 
projects. Instead of them personally coming to the jobsite, contractors can send them a link that will allow 
them to view the livestream from the LVT Units without having access to its settings.

AUGMENT SECURITY GUARDS—Some sites require human 
security guards or monitoring companies, but LVT Units can 
make them more effective. Instead of guards watching endless 
hours of footage, the technology watches for them and alerts 
them when something requires their attention.

RESOLVE LIABILITY CLAIMS—LVT Units are always recording 
which makes them ideal to cover construction sites for 
after-hours liability. Many LVT clients have stopped costly 
litigation from trespassers who got injured while breaching 
job sites. 

Construction sites are continually changing—foundations are dug, concrete is poured, 
walls go up, and new subcontractors are constantly arriving. LiveView Technologies’ 
solution is ideal for an ever-changing environment like construction because it is 
off-grid, simple to move as the project evolves, and easy to relocate to the next jobsite 
once one is completed. Here are some use cases for the construction industry:

CONSTRUCTION USE CASES


